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Change the Future of Your Business, Plant and Equipment 
 

Let a Plant Wellness Way EAM System-of-Reliability End Your Business Risks Forever 

 

Abstract 

 

Change the Future of Your Business, Plant and Equipment.  In industrial companies the true future 

operational performance is unknowable, but you can influence it to a very great extent.  To get the 

operating result you want for your business you need to control the effect of chance on operational 

performance.  How to manage your chances of operational success is explained using a simple 

spreadsheet that lets you play ‘what-if’ with your business, plant and equipment future. 

 

Keywords: modelling probability of success, probability of chance, event probability 

 

Every manager tries to make their department more productive and efficient—most fail.  They 

cause their own downfall because they do not know how to guarantee their success.  If you want 

to take the risk out of your choices you first need to see how chance effects your outcome.  When 

you find that chance is against you you’ll want to stop its influence on your success.  To identify 

the odds of success start with a full description of the process you will use to get the outcome you 

want.  The easiest thing to do is to draw a flowchart showing and describing each step you will 

take.  The flowchart is a representation of your plan.  For the plan to come true the flowchart steps 

must happen as you need them to happen.  Put the flowchart into a spreadsheet and follow this 

article to model and change the chance of your success. 

 

You probably know the risk equation: Risk = Consequence x Likelihood.  In this form it is of little 

use to us because it does not reveal all our options to control chance.  A better form of the risk 

equation for understanding your odds and options is:  

 

Risk = Consequence x Opportunity x Certainty of Success (that your opportunity is real) 

 

It can be used for either good or bad events—the equation works for all risk scenarios.  The 

consequence is the risk outcome you will get if your opportunity is a certainty. 

 

Typically the consequence is a given; it is the result you get when the event you are concerned 

about happens.  A bad consequence leads to a bad risk, like a loss you do not want, while a good 

consequence produces good outcomes, like if your team wins the game it gets them into the finals.  

This version of the risk equation makes it clear that we have two ways to influence risk: create the 

right opportunity, and insure the event will surely happen as desired. 

 

Put your flowchart into a spreadsheet like in Figure 1.  Briefly describe each step so you understand 

what it does.  Note that it is a series process and each step must go correctly or the final outcome 

you want will not happen—it is a ‘one poor all poor, one fails all fails’ situation.  Identify how 

important each step is to the final outcome.  A step may be unimportant, important or vital.  It is 

unimportant if its failure has no impact on the process outcome.  A step is important if when it is 

done wrongly it causes a loss of time or money but all can be quickly corrected to perform properly.  

A step is vital if the first time it is done wrong the process outcome can never again be achieved. 

 

Under each step clearly explain its desired outcome (known as the Target).  Next note what each 

step’s consequence will be when done successfully.  List under each step all your opportunities to 

influence its result.  Beside each opportunity indicate the worst (Low) and best (High) odds that 
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you can expect for each opportunity to become real.  For the whole process multiply all the worst 

chances together and all best chances together to see your range of odds for total process success. 

 

The way you work on increasing your chance of success is to do a risk analysis of each step to 

identify and add useful risk controls that increase your chance of success.  In Table 2 the causes of 

all risks to the success of each opportunity in each step are identified.  It is important to identify all 

risks that will prevent the opportunity occurring right-first-time.  If you do not spot a risk you 

cannot protect against it. 

 

After the risk identification you select the risk controls.  In Table 3 the controls for each risk to 

each opportunity are listed, along with the revised Low and High estimates of the new chances 

once the risk controls are in place and in use.  Your new risk mitigations must be correctly in 

use before you can accept a risk is better managed than it was. 

 

Human nature is naturally positive, so you will look at the odds of the best outcome and expect that 

is what you will get.  The truth is you should plan to prevent the worst outcome and not presume 

anything better.  Until your ‘low’ value for the process outcome gets up to reasonable odds you 

need to keep refining your plan with better and tighter controls for uncertain situations. 

 

The selection of probability or chance values to use in your spreadsheet depends on how much 

information you have available about the effect of a cause on an opportunity.  A person 

knowledgeable in the situation being analysed can use their experience to estimate the Low and 

High values of chance.  If you are not knowledgeable about the risks in a situation you will need 

to get help from people who are, or you need to collect data on the factor you want to control and 

model its event frequency distribution curve.  There is a white paper on how to do event distribution 

curve modelling in the Business Process Design Pack. 

 

The future of your business, plant and equipment can be as good as you want it to be once you spot 

and remove the troubles that will prevent it from happening.  

 

The very best to you, 

 

Mike Sondalini 

www.plant-wellness-way.com
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Table 1 Spreadsheet to Identify Process Chance of Success 
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Table 2 Identifying Risks for Each Process Step 
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Table 3 Adding Risk Controls to Each Process Step 


